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PlanetCats is a blockchain project on the Binance Smart Chain that 
wants to create a more sustainable world by using social and market 
forces. 1,000 days after the book of Catcoin has been published, it is time 
to unite businesses, industries and the most committed community 
members by erasing distances between what could not be imagined 
and what can be possible. 

PlanetCats promote environmental awareness in the rainforests and 
want to build solutions that draw attention to the lungs of planet Earth 
and mass adopt blockchain solutions to give its investors a constant 
revenue stream.

The Roadmap comes with a Bridge, Staking, Utility NFTs and the ultimate 
goal to generate carbon certificates for its investors.

Contract: BSC20, fully audited
Listing Market Cap: 533,000 $
Team: Industry leaders with proven track records and KYC
Powered by: The Community

Together we follow the mission of Tokenizing the Lungs of Planet Earth™.
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THE PLANETCATS STORY
325 years ago...

"We need to go! We need to find a planet to live on. A planet worth living on," 
Tygro said while looking to his friends Leo, Puma, CheeZara, Kimbal, Greta 
and their cat One. 
   
CheeZara added "A place where our children can grow up safely and we 
are not under constant attack. Where we have a future!". She glanced at the 
sleeping children, Kimbal and Greta. 

The group nodded to each other. It was time to leave their old planet be-
hind. They set off into space, in search of a new planet, that would be home to 
them and their children.



EVOLVING TO PLANETCATS

The search was long and arduous and the group almost wanted to give up. They 
travelled from planet to planet and hope dwindled, as did their supply of fuel for 
their spaceship. 

“Will we find another planet before we run out of fuel?” asked little Greta, who was 
no longer a little child but a rebellious teenager. She was very worried about her 
future. Tygro sighed, but Leo looked broodingly at little cat One. “I have an idea!” 

With the help of their creativity and knowledge, the group evolved into 
humanoid cats with a much longer life and special superpowers. This way 
they were better equipped to face various dangers on the new planets.



THE WAY BACK

However, this did not help them in their search for a new home planet. They were 
just about to give up the search when suddenly the cockpit of the spaceship 
beeped. 

“Leo, look!” shouted Tygro. “A message. A cryptographic message.  Let’s decode 
it.” The message was about the tale Catcoin that was about saving a planet called 
Earth. 

The group was caught on fire by the message and wanted to find the planet and to 
do everything to save it. The way to get there was dangerous and exhausting. The 
dream to having their own planet, to help save a planet and its people became the 
PlanetCats mission. Eventually after a very long trip they saw this beautiful planet 
called Earth.



The 7443

0xa3a7f7ccc7b3f5be5828f92cc33cf5cafb027443

It took exactly 1,000 days for their spaceship to enter the atmosphere of planet 
Earth. When entering the atmosphere, the spaceship was battered and damaged. 
On November 24th 2022 a pilot found a burning spaceship. The humans, the 
inhabitants of planet Earth, rushed to help the PlanetCats. They rescued them from 
the wreckage of the spaceship and brought them to safety, even though they 
did not know them. The PlanetCats brought with them one of the most powerful 
weapons to save the rainforest using blockchain solutions: The 7443.



“Who are you?” asked one of the humans, a young female scientist. “We are the 
PlanetCats!”, Leo introduced themselves. He told them about their adventures and 
their search for a new home. 

“We really need your support. With your knowledge, we can manage to save 
this planet together. Our rainforest, the lungs of planet Earth, is on the brink of 
total destruction!” Another person chimed in: “We don’t want to put up with the 
ignorance of governments and the old rules anymore!”

“What ideas do you have?” Leo asked. 

“We have created the Catcoin Movement. It connects the blockchain, investors, 
voluntaries, governance, carbon certificates, charity and NFTs to save the lungs of 
planet Earth.” 

“Then let’s save the planet together! PlanetCats Hoooold!” 
On this day the PlanetCats and the humans joined forces and formed the 
Planetarians. 

PlanetCats and Humans: 
The Planetarians



On February 28th, 2020 the story of Catcoin has been published. “One is a cat. 
One is money. One is Catcoin, a cryptocurrency. Follow the history of an unlikely 
cat which becomes the primary coin in an economic revolution that will change 
the world.” Since then many projects launched on different networks to make this 
dream come true.

PlanetCats strives to combine the strengths of the Catcoin communities into a 
common purpose. 1,000 days after the book of Catcoin has been published, it is 
time to unite businesses, industries and the most committed community members 
by erasing distances between what could not be imagined and what can be 
possible. The Planetarians agreed to make November 24th, 2022 the rebirth of the 
movement: PlanetCats $CATCOIN lands on Earth to save the planet.

THE CATCOIN MOVEMENT



Since the Ice Age, we have lost one third of the rainforest due to 
reckless manmade deforestation. We lost and are still losing precious 
resources, depriving future generations of a clean and healthy 
planet Earth. The balance for a stable climate is in danger, while the 
ecosystems of indigenous peoples and wildlife are ever closer to 
extinction. 

Conversely, the market of carbon certificates is growing and major 
companies are eager to demonstrate their commitment to green 
causes, Governments across the world are investing billions of Dollars 
into incentivised schemes, but sadly the decimation of our forests 
continues unabated. In Brazil alone, the month of April 2022 saw the 
largest deforestation area of the largest rainforest in the world. This 
simply has to stop.

We see blockchain solutions as the missing link between the two 
worlds.

Problem



4 Years From Now (4YFN) we want to be the preferred partner of 
companies and investors that share the vision of saving the rainforest 
while having a constant income.
 
We believe that it needs to be financially more lucrative to save the 
rainforest instead of destroying it. Therefore we are creating blockchain 
solutions that allow investors to earn money while saving one of the 
most precious ecosystems of planet Earth.

We want to establish a business model that allows investors to 
generate income while saving the rainforest. Also we target to become 
the preferred partner for indigenous peoples that want to create their 
own blockchain projects, thereby monetizing their efforts in saving 
nature.

VISION

4YFN



STAKING BRIDGE

DAO

NFT COLLECTIBLES

EDUCATION

CHARITY

UTILITY NFTS

ITPT
INDIGENIOUS TRIBES 

PARTNER TOKENS

Carbon Certificates 
(For voluntary Carbon Markets )

Using blockchain technology and a community of supporters and investors that want to save planet Earth while 
developing solutions so that preserving becomes more valuable than slash and burning.

SOLUTION / ROADMAP



The Planetarians are creating a more sustainable world by using social 
and market forces to protect 

» The rainforests
» Indigenous peoples
» Investor community
 
by drawing attention to the lungs of planet Earth and mass adopting 
blockchain solutions.

Together we follow the mission of Tokenizing the Lungs of Planet Earth™.

MISSION STATEMENT



Planet Earth once had 1,458,051,300 hectare rainforest. 
That’s the Total Supply of PlanetCats $CATCOIN.
Until 2019 505,214,776 hectare has been deforested. That’s going to be 
the first burn after launch.

We will do yearly burns of the same amount of deforested rainforest:
42,000,000 $CATCOIN (hectare) 2020
37,500,000 $CATCOIN (hectare) 2021
40,602,070 $CATCOIN (hectare) 2022

By 2025 we will have destroyed 50% of the rainforest, if we continue like 
that.

Buy 5% // 1% LP / 2% BUSD Rewards / 2% Marketing 
Sell 9% // 1% LP / 4% BUSD Rewards / 4% Marketing 

Tokenomics

Token Name $CATCOIN

Token Type BEP20

Total Supply  1,458,051,300

Initial Circulating Supply 873,336,524  
2.65% LP

Initial Market Cap $466,000

Fully Diluted Value $466,000
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Allocation Percentage Token Amount Price Information

Burn 52.14%  760,237,009  
Planet Earth once had 1,458,051,300 hectares

of rainforest. 1/3 had been burned until 2019. We will 
burn the same amount as destroyed rainforest every 

year.

Seed 4.77% 69,504,797 $0.0005541 121 BNB Raise; 13% Discount

Private 5.46% 79,631,400 $0.0006074 150 BNB Raise; 5% Discount

Liquidity (PancakeSwap) 2.65% 38,678,094 $0.0006394 Initial Liquidity, Paired with $22,950 (BNB)

IDO (Exchange Liquidity) 8.23% 120,000,000  Locked 60 days

Treasury 6.68% 100,000,000  
Expansion of business operations for asset acquisition, 

cross-chain; Vesting 48 months

Community 4.8% 70,000,000  
Community Giveaways

Ambassadors
Mods

Staking 5.49% 80,000,000  

Team, Advisors & Partners 4.8% 70,000,000  
Utility Development; Operations;

Vesting 48 months

Airdrop 4.12% 60,000,000  
For partners, callers and former Cats holders

+ marketing campaigns



The PlanetCats mascot
“One”

The PlanetCats mascot 
will be released in Early 2023.



info@planetcats.org
www.planetcats.org
https://t.me/CATCOIN 
https://twitter.com/PlanetCats_org

CONTACT

 

  Audit https://contractwolf.io/projects/planetcats
  KYC https://assuredefi.com/projects/planetcats/ 

  


